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Edit Page Content A frigid beam of blue-white light streaks toward a creature within range. Make a ranged spell Attack against the target. On a hit, it takes 1d8 cold damage, and its speed is reduced by 10 feet until the start of your next turn.The spell's damage increases by 1d8 when you reach 5th Level (2d8), 11th level (3d8), and 17th level (4d8).
Target A blast of cold air erupts from your hands. Each creature in a 60-foot cone must make a Constitution saving throw. A creature takes 8d8 cold damage on a failed save, or half as much damage on a successful one.A creature killed by this spell becomes a frozen statue until it thaws.At Higher Levels: When you cast this spell using a spell slot of
6th Level or higher, the damage increases by 1d8 for each slot level above 5th. Higher Spell Slot Desc When you cast this spell using a spell slot of 6th level or higher, the damage increases by 1d8 for each slot level above 5th. Material A small crystal or glass cone Range Target Each creature in a 60-foot cone Cold damage is probably the second-most
common damage type after fire damage, and one of the most common for a spellcaster to specialize in, PC or NPC. Despite a small wealth of options for mages looking to wield the frigid powers of ice and winter, there are many levels where spellcasters have zero options at all for cold damage spells! These spells are designed to fill some of the empty
niches for ice magic.Despite 3rd-level spells boasting such potent magicks as fireball, fly, and lightning bolt, the only spell even thematically related to ice at 3rd-level is sleet storm, and while that spell coats a battlefield in slippery ice, it doesn’t actually deal any cold damage. Cold Snap was designed to fulfill not only the missing niche of a 3rd-level
cold spell, but also to give spellcasters a 3rd-level choice for a single-target only spell that focuses on instantaneous damage. At 1st-level there is chromatic orb, at 2nd-level mages have scorching ray, and at 4th-level they can blast a single target with blight. Now a spellcaster who just gained their 3rd-level slots and wants to deal the most hurt to a
single target has a new option in the form of this spell, which also carries some extra utility when a group needs to cross a watery chasm or even a pit of lava! The freezing option for cold snap is based on the freezing option for shape water, an official cantrip that only freezes a 5-foot cube, and only freezes water. Cold snap, of course, affects a larger
area, and can be used to freeze other liquids too, much like how water walk enables walking on other liquids.The second spell, Frost Armor, should be recognizable to any fans of DotA, Warcraft 3, or World of Warcraft — the characteristic defensive spell of the Lich and/or Frost Mage now graces the spell lists of Dungeons and Dragons characters,
matching another other wizard-only spell at 4th-level, fire shield, which also triggers when enemies attack the warded target with melee attacks. Instead of dealing damage like fire shield does, frost armor applies the same debuffs to attackers as the Chilling ability of the soon-to-be-previewed Ice Elemental. Unlike fire shield, frost armor can be cast
on other targets, but it comes with the tradeoff of the spell requiring concentration. The ability to cast the spell on an already defensive target, such as a paladin or a fighter, gives the spell extra potency.Both of these spells also appear on the spell list for the Hydromancer spell specialization feat. That means the spellcaster casting one of these spells
gains special benefits from the feat because its on the feat’s list, and the spell also activate the feat's special abilities. These feats are designed, among other things, to unify thematic concepts that can stretch across multiple damage types, making other forms of conventional specialization (such as damage type synergies) less resonant for these
things. While the two spells today are both cold spells, the spells on the Hydromancer list don’t all deal the same type of damage. Some water spells deal cold damage or care about cold resistance like Frost Armor does, but some deal bludgeoning or even fire damage (when conjuring steam), and the feat enables a spellcaster to focus on something
like water magic without focusing on a particular damage type.Links: PDF | D&D Beyond: Cold Snap, Frost Armor Cool, I thought the wording was important somehow. xD That clears it a little, I ll look for something. :) Thanks for answer and if I can bother you, on maps (t6-9) I sometimes take a lot of time to kill a boss, like a 1-2 min. I dont mind it
but wanted to ask if it is normal or did I fck sth up? Wiki Edit Cold damage is one of the five damage types and is one of the three types which count as elemental damage. Hitting an enemy with cold damage can inflict chill. Critical strikes with cold damage can inflict freeze. Cold damage is mitigated by cold resistance and reduction to cold damage
taken. Skills which deal or affect cold damage have the Cold Gem tag. Some effects convert other types of damage into cold. Wikis Content is available under CC BY-NC-SA 3.0 unless otherwise noted. D&D Beyond Desktop View View source Cold damage is one of the five damage types and is one of the three types which count as elemental damage.
Hitting an enemy with cold damage can inflict chill. Critical strikes with cold damage can inflict freeze. Cold damage is mitigated by cold resistance and reduction to cold damage taken. Skills which deal or affect cold damage have the Cold Gem tag. Some effects convert other types of damage into cold. Skill gems A list of gems with the gem tag: Cold
Attack skill gems Skill gemElemental HitAttack, Projectile, Melee, Strike, Fire, Cold, Lightning, AoE, Prismatic, BowLevel: (1-20)Cost: (7-11) ManaRadius: 10Requires Level 12Each attack with this skill will choose an element at random, and will only be able to deal damage of that element. If the attack hits an enemy, it will also deal damage in an area
around them, with the radius being larger if that enemy is suffering from an ailment of the chosen element. It will avoid choosing the same element twice in a row.1% increased Elemental Damage0.5% increased Area of Effect1% increased Effect of non-Damaging Ailments on Enemies(22-480) to (40-891) Added Fire Damage(18-392) to (33-729) Added
Cold Damage(4-77) to (67-1465) Added Lightning Damage(30-49)% chance to Freeze, Shock and Ignite10% more Damage per Elemental Ailment on the Enemy80% more Area Radius against Enemies affected by an Ailment of the chosen ElementOnly Deals Damage of the chosen ElementDeals no Damage of other Damage Types+(0-2) to Melee Strike
RangePlace into an item socket of the right colour to gain this skill. Right click to remove from a socket.N/AN/A12Frost BladesAttack, Projectile, Melee, Strike, ColdLevel: (1-20)Cost: 6 ManaProjectile Speed: 2250Attack enemies with increased range, releasing icy blades from the first enemy hit which fly at other enemies. Requires a Melee
Weapon.1% increased Damage1% increased Projectile SpeedFires 0.1 additional Projectiles1% increased Duration of Cold AilmentsDeals (100-175)% of Base Attack DamageFires (4-7) additional Projectiles+(18-21) to Melee Strike Range60% of Physical Damage Converted to Cold Damage(2-75) to (3-113) Added Cold Damage(0-19)% increased
Projectile SpeedPlace into an item socket of the right colour to gain this skill. Right click to remove from a socket.N/AN/A1Ice ShotAttack, Projectile, AoE, Cold, BowLevel: (1-20)Cost: (6-10) ManaAttack Damage: (130-174)% of baseEffectiveness of Added Damage: (130-174)%Projectile Speed: 3260Radius: 23 / 10Fires an arrow that converts some
physical damage to cold on its target and converts all physical damage to cold in a cone behind that target.1% increased Cold Damage0.5% increased Area of Effect1% of Physical Damage Converted to Cold DamageDeals (130-174)% of Base Attack Damage60% of Physical Damage Converted to Cold Damage(2-75) to (3-113) Added Cold DamageChills
Enemies as though dealing (100-195)% more Damage(0-19)% increased Effect of Cold AilmentsPlace into an item socket of the right colour to gain this skill. Right click to remove from a socket.N/AN/A1Wild StrikeAttack, Melee, Strike, Lightning, Cold, Fire, Projectile, AoE, Chaining, PrismaticLevel: (1-20)Cost: 6 ManaAttack Damage: (160-185)% of
baseEffectiveness of Added Damage: (160-185)%Projectile Speed: 1800Requires Level 28Your melee weapon strikes enemies, converting physical damage to a random element. Then, depending on the element chosen, it releases a fiery explosion, an arcing bolt of lightning, or an icy wave. It will avoid choosing the same element twice in a row.1%
increased Elemental Damage1% increased Area of EffectFires 0.1 additional Projectiles1% increased Chaining rangeDeals (160-185)% of Base Attack Damage100% of Physical Damage Converted to Fire, Cold or Lightning DamageBeams Chain (4-7) TimesFires 2 additional ProjectilesProjectiles Pierce all Targets(0-19)% increased Area of Effect+(0-2)
to Melee Strike RangePlace into an item socket of the right colour to gain this skill. Right click to remove from a socket.N/A28Glacial HammerAttack, Melee, Strike, ColdLevel: (1-20)Cost: 5 ManaAttack Damage: (165-215)% of baseEffectiveness of Added Damage: (165-215)%Hits enemies, converting some of your physical damage to cold damage. If
an enemy is frozen and is on less than one third life, they will shatter when hit by Glacial Hammer. If striking three times in a row, the third strike will freeze enemies more easily. Requires a Mace, Sceptre or Staff.2% increased Duration of Cold Ailments0.5% increased Attack Speed1% increased Area of EffectDeals (165-269)% of Base Attack
Damage60% of Physical Damage Converted to Cold Damage25% chance to Freeze enemies35% increased Duration of Cold Ailments(10-29)% increased Effect of Cold Ailments+(2-4) to Melee Strike RangeEvery third successive strike Freezes enemies as though dealing (200-390)% more DamageAdds (2-75) to (3-113) Cold Damage against Chilled
EnemiesPlace into an item socket of the right colour to gain this skill. Right click to remove from a socket.N/AN/A1Ice CrashAttack, AoE, Cold, Slam, MeleeLevel: (1-20)Cost: 8 ManaAttack Speed: 70% of baseAttack Damage: (230-280)% of baseEffectiveness of Added Damage: (230-280)%Radius: 26Requires Level 28Slam the ground, damaging
enemies in an area around the impact in three stages. Enemies take slightly less damage on the second and third stage. Works with Swords, Maces, Sceptres, Axes, Staves and Unarmed.1% increased Damage0.5% chance to Freeze enemies3% increased Damage with AilmentsFirst Stage deals 2% less DamageThird Stage deals -1.5% less
DamageDeals (230-280)% of Base Attack Damage100% of Physical Damage Converted to Cold DamageSecond Stage deals 15% less DamageThird Stage deals 30% less DamagePlace into an item socket of the right colour to gain this skill. Right click to remove from a socket.N/A28Vaal Glacial HammerVaal, Attack, Melee, Strike, Duration, AoE,
ColdLevel: (1-20)Souls Per Use: 15Can Store 3 Use(s)Attack Damage: (155-200)% of baseEffectiveness of Added Damage: (155-200)%Hits enemies, converting some of your physical damage to cold damage. It traps enemies with you in a circle of ice so that they can't escape. Requires a Mace, Sceptre or Staff.2% increased Duration of Cold
AilmentsDeals (155-200)% of Base Attack Damage60% of Physical Damage Converted to Cold Damage25% chance to Freeze enemies35% increased Duration of Cold AilmentsBase duration is (3.4-4.35) secondsAdds (2-75) to (3-113) Cold Damage against Chilled Enemies(10-29)% increased Effect of Cold AilmentsFreezes enemies as though dealing
(200-390)% more Damage+(2-4) to Melee Strike RangeCan't be EvadedModifiers to Skill Effect Duration also apply to this Skill's Soul Gain PreventionCorruptedPlace into an item socket of the right colour to gain this skill. Right click to remove from a socket.N/AN/A1 Spell skill gems Skill gemArctic ArmourSpell, Duration, ColdLevel: (120)Reservation: 25% ManaCooldown Time: 1.00 secCan Store 1 Use(s)Cast Time: InstantRequires Level 16Conjures an icy barrier that chills enemies when they hit you. You drop chilled ground while moving, and take less Fire and Physical damage while stationary.1% increased Skill Effect Duration1% chance to Freeze Enemies for 350 ms when
Hit0.05% less Physical Damage taken from Hits0.05% less Fire Damage taken from HitsChill Enemy for 0.5 seconds when Hit, reducing their Action Speed by 30%(8-13)% less Physical Damage taken from Hits(8-12)% less Fire Damage taken from HitsBase duration is (2.5-4.4) secondsBuff grants Immunity to FreezePlace into an item socket of the
right colour to gain this skill. Right click to remove from a socket.N/A16HatredAura, Spell, AoE, ColdLevel: (1-20)Reservation: 50% ManaCooldown Time: 1.20 secCan Store 1 Use(s)Cast Time: InstantRadius: 36Requires Level 24Casts an aura that grants extra cold damage based on physical damage to you and your allies.2% increased Area of
EffectYou and nearby Allies have 0.5% increased Chill and Freeze DurationYou and nearby Allies have 0.5% increased Movement Speed while on Chilled GroundYou and nearby allies gain (16-25)% of Physical Damage as Extra Cold DamageYou and nearby allies deal (14-18)% more Cold Damage+(0-19) to radiusPlace into an item socket of the right
colour to gain this skill. Right click to remove from a socket.N/A24Herald of IceSpell, AoE, Cold, HeraldLevel: (1-20)Reservation: 25% ManaCooldown Time: 1.00 secCan Store 1 Use(s)Cast Time: InstantEffectiveness of Added Damage: 80%Requires Level 16Grants a buff adding cold damage to spells and attacks. If you shatter an enemy, this skill will
cause them to explode and deal AoE cold damage to enemies near them. This damage is not affected by modifiers to spell damage.Buff grants 0.75% increased Cold Damage0.5% increased Area of EffectBuff grants 0.5% chance to FreezeAdds (4-38) to (5-56) Cold Damage to SpellsAdds (4-38) to (5-56) Cold Damage to AttacksDeals (18-308) to (26462) Cold DamageDamage cannot be ReflectedPlace into an item socket of the right colour to gain this skill. Right click to remove from a socket.N/A16Ice TrapTrap, Spell, AoE, ColdLevel: (1-20)Cost: (13-22) ManaCast Time: 1.00 secCritical Strike Chance: 5.00%Effectiveness of Added Damage: 200%Requires Level 28Throws a trap that creates a
series of icy runic explosions when triggered, dealing cold damage to all enemies caught in the blasts.0.5% increased Area of EffectPenetrates 0.25% Cold ResistanceFreezes enemies as though dealing 5% more DamageTrap lasts 4 secondsDeals (88-898) to (133-1347) Cold DamagePlace into an item socket of the right colour to gain this skill. Right
click to remove from a socket.N/A28Purity of IceAura, Spell, AoE, ColdLevel: (1-20)Reservation: 35% ManaCooldown Time: 1.20 secCan Store 1 Use(s)Cast Time: InstantRadius: 36Requires Level 24Casts an aura that grants cold resistance to you and your allies.2% increased Area of EffectYou and nearby Allies have 0.25% chance to avoid being
FrozenYour and nearby Allies' Damage Penetrates 0.05% Cold ResistanceYou and nearby allies gain (22-41)% additional Cold Resistance+(0-19) to radiusYou and nearby allies gain (0-4)% additional maximum Cold ResistancePlace into an item socket of the right colour to gain this skill. Right click to remove from a socket.N/A24Summon Ice
GolemCold, Minion, Spell, GolemLevel: (1-20)Cost: (30-54) ManaCooldown Time: 6.00 secCan Store 1 Use(s)Cast Time: 1.00 secRequires Level 34Summons an Ice Golem that grants you increased Critical Strike Chance and Accuracy. The Ice Golem can use an icy barrage spell and a chilling spinning dash in addition to its melee attack.1% increased
Minion Maximum LifeMinions deal 1% increased Damage1% increased Buff EffectSummoned Golems have 1% increased Cooldown Recovery RateMaximum 1 Summoned GolemGolems Grant (20-30)% increased Critical Strike ChanceGolems Grant (20-30)% increased Accuracy(30-68)% increased Minion Maximum Life(0-10)% increased Character
SizePlace into an item socket of the right colour to gain this skill. Right click to remove from a socket.N/A34Vaal Impurity of IceAura, Vaal, Spell, AoE, Duration, ColdLevel: (1-20)Cooldown Time: 0.50 secCan Store 1 Use(s)Souls Per Use: 50Can Store 1 Use(s)Soul Gain Prevention: 0 secCast Time: InstantRequires Level 24Casts an aura that reduces
cold damage taken and provides freeze and chill immunity to you and nearby allies, and makes hits against nearby enemies ignore their cold resistance.2% increased Area of EffectYou and nearby allies gain 5% additional maximum Cold Resistance+(14-20) to radiusBase duration is 3 secondsYou and nearby allies are Immune to FreezeNearby
Enemies' Cold Resistance is Ignored by HitsYou and nearby allies are Immune to ChillModifiers to Skill Effect Duration also apply to this Skill's Soul Gain Prevention(0-76)% increased effect of AuraCorruptedPlace into an item socket of the right colour to gain this skill. Right click to remove from a socket.N/A24Cold SnapSpell, AoE, Cold,
DurationLevel: (1-20)Cost: (11-28) ManaCooldown Time: 3.00 secCan Store 1 Use(s)Cast Time: 0.85 secCritical Strike Chance: 6.00%Effectiveness of Added Damage: 140%Radius: 16Requires Level 16Creates a sudden burst of cold in a targeted area, damaging enemies. This also creates an expanding area which is filled with chilled ground, and deals
cold damage over time to enemies. Enemies that die while in the area have a chance to grant Frenzy Charges. The cooldown can be bypassed by expending a Frenzy Charge.0.5% increased Area of Effect1% increased Effect of Chill2% increased Damage with Hits and AilmentsDeals (32-666) to (47-999) Cold DamageBase duration is 5 secondsDeals
(26.3-1193.2) Base Cold Damage per second25% chance to gain a Frenzy Charge when an Enemy Dies while in this Skill's AreaModifiers to Spell Damage apply to this Skill's Damage Over Time effect(0-19)% increased Effect of ChillPlace into an item socket of the right colour to gain this skill. Right click to remove from a socket.N/A16Creeping
FrostSpell, Projectile, Duration, AoE, ColdLevel: (1-20)Cost: (7-20) ManaSoul Gain Prevention: 0 secCast Time: 0.60 secCritical Strike Chance: 6.00%Effectiveness of Added Damage: 80%Projectile Speed: 844Radius: 12Requires Level 12Fire an icy projectile that bursts on impact or when reaching the targeted area, dealing area damage and creating
a chilling area that deals cold damage over time. This area will creep across the ground towards nearby enemies until its duration expires.0.5% increased Area of Effect1% increased Skill Effect DurationFires an additional ProjectileChilling Area has 2% increased Movement SpeedBase duration is 5 secondsDeals (11-383) to (16-572) Cold DamageCan
have up to 10 Chilling AreasDeals (16.7-1391.2) Base Cold Damage per secondModifiers to Spell Damage apply to this Skill's Damage Over Time effectPlace into an item socket of the right colour to gain this skill. Right click to remove from a socket.N/A12DischargeSpell, AoE, Fire, Cold, Lightning, NovaLevel: (1-20)Cost: (13-25) ManaCooldown Time:
2.00 secCan Store 1 Use(s)Cast Time: 0.75 secCritical Strike Chance: 7.00%Effectiveness of Added Damage: 450%Radius: 30Requires Level 28Discharge all the character's charges to deal elemental damage to all nearby monsters.1% increased Elemental Damage2% increased Cast Speed0.5% chance to deal Damage without removing Charges2%
increased Damage if three different Charge types removedDeals (56-394) to (203-1422) base Lightning Damage per Power Charge removedDeals (99-692) to (148-1037) base Fire Damage per Endurance Charge removedDeals (81-566) to (121-849) base Cold Damage per Frenzy Charge removed20% increased Area of Effect per charge consumed30%
less Damage with AilmentsPlace into an item socket of the right colour to gain this skill. Right click to remove from a socket.N/AN/A28Freezing PulseSpell, Projectile, ColdLevel: (1-20)Cost: (5-21) ManaCast Time: 0.65 secCritical Strike Chance: 6.00%Effectiveness of Added Damage: 200%Projectile Speed: 1800An icy projectile which has a chance to
freeze enemies it passes through. The projectile fades quickly, reducing damage and freezing chance until it dissipates.2% increased Projectile SpeedProjectiles gain Damage over time, dealing up to 3% more Damage by the time they dissipateDeals 99% of DamageCannot Pierce EnemiesDeals (8-888) to (12-1332) Cold DamageProjectiles Pierce all
TargetsProjectiles lose Damage over time, dealing up to 50% less Damage by the time they dissipateProjectiles have 25% chance to Freeze, which is lost over the first quarter of their flight(0-19)% increased Projectile SpeedPlace into an item socket of the right colour to gain this skill. Right click to remove from a socket.N/AN/A1Frost BombSpell,
AoE, Duration, Cold, OrbLevel: (1-20)Cost: (4-16) ManaCooldown Time: 2.50 secCan Store 1 Use(s)Cast Time: 0.50 secCritical Strike Chance: 6.00%Effectiveness of Added Damage: 300%Creates a crystal that pulses with cold for a duration. Each pulse applies a debuff to nearby enemies for a secondary duration which reduces life and energy shield
regeneration rate, and reduces energy shield recharge rate, and also inflicts Cold Exposure. When the crystal's duration ends, it explodes, dealing heavy cold damage to enemies around it.1% increased Cold Damage0.5% chance to Freeze enemies1% increased Area of Effect1% less Skill Effect Duration1% increased Cooldown Recovery RateDeals (141336) to (21-2003) Cold DamageBase duration is 2 secondsBase secondary duration is 5 secondsCold Exposure applies -15% to Cold Resistance75% reduced Life Regeneration rate75% reduced Energy Shield Regeneration rate25% reduced Energy Shield Recharge rate+(0-7) to radiusPlace into an item socket of the right colour to gain this skill. Right
click to remove from a socket.N/AN/A1Frost ShieldSpell, AoE, Duration, ColdLevel: (1-20)Cost: (30-54) ManaCooldown Time: 5.00 secCan Store 1 Use(s)Cast Time: 0.50 secRequires Level 34Place a Frost Shield that drains your energy shield for one second or until you run out, gaining stages while this drain occurs. The Frost Shield takes some
damage from hits in place of you and allies while in its area. Enemies in the area are Chilled. You can only have one Frost Shield active at once.1% increased Effect of Cold Ailments1% increased Area of Effect0.5% of Damage dealt to you or Allies in Area with Hits by Enemies in Area is taken from Frost Shield's Life before your Life or Energy
ShieldFrost Shield Regenerates 0% of its Life per secondBase duration is 10 seconds20% of Damage dealt to you or Allies in Area with Hits by Enemies in Area is taken from Frost Shield's Life before your Life or Energy ShieldMaximum 4 StagesFrost Shield has (190-910) maximum Life per Stage60% of Damage dealt to you or Allies in Area with Hits
by Enemies outside Area is taken from Frost Shield's Life before your Life or Energy ShieldYou lose (150-730) Energy Shield per secondGains 1 Stage every 0.3 seconds while you are losing Energy ShieldYou gain +(0.1-0.38)% to Spell Critical Strike Chance per Stage while in AreaPlace into an item socket of the right colour to gain this skill. Right
click to remove from a socket.N/A34Frost WallSpell, Duration, ColdLevel: (1-20)Cost: (9-33) ManaCooldown Time: 3.00 secCan Store 3 Use(s)Cast Time: 0.50 secCreates a wall of ice which holds back enemies. Targets under the wall are damaged and pushed back.1% increased Skill Effect Duration3% increased DamageFreezes enemies as though
dealing 5% more DamageBase duration is (3-4.9) seconds0.15 seconds between appearance of Wall sectionsWall will be (28-56) units longDeals (8-462) to (12-693) Cold DamagePlace into an item socket of the right colour to gain this skill. Right click to remove from a socket.N/AN/A1FrostbiteSpell, AoE, Duration, Cold, Curse, HexLevel: (1-20)Cost:
(24-50) ManaCast Time: 0.50 secRadius: 22Requires Level 24Curses all targets in an area, lowering their cold resistance and giving them a chance to be frozen when hit.Freezes on Cursed enemies have 1% increased DurationCurses inflicted by this Skill have +0.25 to maximum DoomHits against Cursed Enemies have +1% chance to FreezeBase
duration is (9-10.9) secondsCursed enemies have -(25-44)% to Cold ResistanceHits against Cursed Enemies have +25% chance to FreezeCurse gains 10 Doom per second if you Cast this Spell yourself+(0-10) to radiusPlace into an item socket of the right colour to gain this skill. Right click to remove from a socket.N/A24FrostblinkSpell, Movement,
Duration, Cold, Travel, Blink, AoELevel: (1-20)Cost: (12-22) ManaCooldown Time: (3.00 sec-2.60 sec)Can Store 1 Use(s)Cast Time: InstantCritical Strike Chance: 5.00%Effectiveness of Added Damage: 140%Teleport to a location, damaging enemies and leaving Chilled ground in an area at both ends of the teleport. Shares a cooldown with other Blink
skills.1% increased Effect of Cold Ailments1% increased Area of Effect0% increased Cooldown Recovery Rate for each Normal or Magic Enemy in Area2% increased Cooldown Recovery Rate for each Rare or Unique Enemy in AreaBase duration is 3 seconds(15-19)% increased Cooldown Recovery Rate for each Normal or Magic Enemy in Area(8099)% increased Cooldown Recovery Rate for each Rare or Unique Enemy in AreaDeals (9-832) to (14-1248) Cold Damage(0-38)% increased maximum travel distance+(0-3) to radiusPlace into an item socket of the right colour to gain this skill. Right click to remove from a socket.N/AN/A1FrostboltSpell, Projectile, ColdLevel: (1-20)Cost: (6-25)
ManaCast Time: 0.75 secCritical Strike Chance: 5.00%Effectiveness of Added Damage: 220%Projectile Speed: 375Fires a slow-moving projectile that pierces through enemies, dealing cold damage.1% increased Cold Damage5% reduced Damage1% chance to inflict Cold Exposure on Hit1% less Projectile SpeedProjectiles have 1% chance to Return to
youDeals (9-972) to (13-1458) Cold DamageProjectiles Pierce all TargetsPlace into an item socket of the right colour to gain this skill. Right click to remove from a socket.N/AN/A1Glacial CascadeSpell, AoE, Cold, PhysicalLevel: (1-20)Cost: (10-20) ManaCast Time: 0.60 secCritical Strike Chance: 5.00%Effectiveness of Added Damage: 45%Radius:
12Requires Level 28Icicles emerge from the ground in a series of small bursts, each damaging enemies caught in the area and knocking them back in the direction of the next burst.1% increased Damage0.5% increased Area of Effect1% reduced Area of EffectFinal Burst Deals 2% more DamageDeals (21-207) to (32-311) Physical DamageCauses 4
Bursts100% of Physical Damage Converted to Cold DamageCannot Knockback Unique Enemies more than once per secondFinal Burst Deals 200% more DamageFinal Burst has 100% more Area of EffectFinal Burst cannot KnockbackKnocks Enemies Back on HitPlace into an item socket of the right colour to gain this skill. Right click to remove from a
socket.N/AN/A28HydrosphereSpell, AoE, Duration, Cold, Orb, Lightning, PhysicalLevel: (1-20)Cost: (12-20) ManaCast Time: 0.60 secCritical Strike Chance: 5.00%Effectiveness of Added Damage: 80%Requires Level 34Create a sphere of water, or move an existing sphere and reset its duration. The sphere continually applies a drenched debuff with a
short duration to enemies in its area or those it moves through. You can hit the sphere with other skills to inflict Cold and Lightning Ailments (other than Chill). The sphere pulses when created, at regular intervals while afflicted by an Ailment, and after moving, damaging all drenched enemies in a large area.0.5% increased Pulse Frequency0.5%
increased Cast Speed0.5% increased Area of EffectBase duration is 8 secondsDeals (37-356) to (56-533) Physical DamagePulses every 0.4 seconds while Frozen, Shocked, Brittle or SappedBase secondary duration is 4 secondsDrenched Enemies have Cold and Lightning Exposure, applying -10% to Resistances100% of Physical Damage Converted to
Cold Damage while Sphere has no Ailments100% of Physical Damage Converted to Lightning Damage while sphere is Shocked or Sapped100% of Physical Damage Converted to Cold Damage while Sphere is Frozen or BrittlePlace into an item socket of the right colour to gain this skill. Right click to remove from a socket.N/AN/A34Ice NovaSpell, AoE,
Cold, NovaLevel: (1-20)Cost: (8-23) ManaSoul Gain Prevention: 0 secCast Time: 0.70 secCritical Strike Chance: 6.00%Effectiveness of Added Damage: 120%Radius: 30Requires Level 12A chilling circle of ice expands from the caster. If the caster targets near their Frostbolt projectiles, it will expand from a number of those projectiles instead. If this
skill would repeat when cast this way, it will instead expand again from the same projectiles after a short delay.0.5% increased Area of Effect1.5% increased Damage with Hits against Chilled Enemies0.5% increased Cast Speed0.5% increased Effect of ChillDeals (18-518) to (26-762) Cold DamageCan expand from up to 2 Frostbolt ProjectilesAdds (379) to (4-116) Cold Damage against Chilled Enemies20% less Area of Effect when Cast on Frostbolt+(0-4) to radiusPlace into an item socket of the right colour to gain this skill. Right click to remove from a socket.N/AN/A12Ice SpearSpell, Projectile, ColdLevel: (1-20)Cost: (8-23) ManaSoul Gain Prevention: 0 secCast Time: 0.70 secCritical Strike
Chance: 7.00%Effectiveness of Added Damage: 80%Projectile Speed: 1000Requires Level 12Launches shards of ice in rapid succession. After travelling a short distance they change to a second form, which moves much faster and pierces through enemies.2% increased Projectile SpeedProjectiles Pierce 0.1 additional Targets1% increased Cold
DamageTravels 1% reduced distance before changing formsDeals (22-383) to (33-575) Cold DamageSecond form has 600% increased Critical Strike ChanceSecond form has 300% more Projectile SpeedSecond form has +(30-49)% to Critical Strike MultiplierFires an additional ProjectilePlace into an item socket of the right colour to gain this skill.
Right click to remove from a socket.N/AN/A12Icicle MineMine, Spell, Projectile, Cold, Aura, AoELevel: (1-20)Cost: (3-6) ManaReservation: (3-6) ManaCast Time: 0.75 secCritical Strike Chance: 6.00%Effectiveness of Added Damage: 110%Requires Level 12Throws a mine that fires projectiles around it when detonated. These projectiles quickly
dissipate as they travel, before disappearing1% increased Projectile SpeedFires 0.1 additional Projectiles1% increased Critical Strike ChanceDeals (16-514) to (24-771) Cold DamageMine lasts 5 secondsBase Mine Detonation Time is 0.3 secondsEach Mine applies 10% increased Critical Strike Chance to Hits against Enemies near it, up to a maximum
of 500%Fires 4 additional ProjectilesFires Projectiles in a circleFires an additional Projectile for every 2 prior Mines in Detonation SequencePlace into an item socket of the right colour to gain this skill. Right click to remove from a socket.N/A12Siphoning TrapTrap, Spell, Duration, AoE, ColdLevel: (1-20)Cost: (7-24) ManaCooldown Time: 4.00 secCan
Store 1 Use(s)Cast Time: 1.00 secRequires Level 10Throws a trap that applies debuff beams to a number of nearby enemies for a duration. The beams chill enemies and deal cold damage over time. A beam is also applied to you, granting life and mana regeneration based on the number of debuff beams affecting enemies.1% increased Effect of Cold
Ailments1% increased Skill Effect DurationApplies beams to the closest 0.1 EnemiesRegenerate 0% of Energy Shield per second for each affected EnemyTrap lasts 4 secondsBase duration is 3 secondsDeals (15.5-426.3) Base Cold Damage per secondRegenerate (1.3-32.4) Life per second for each affected EnemyRegenerate (0.3-1.7) Mana per second
for each affected EnemyApplies beams to the closest 10 EnemiesRegenerate (12.7-324.4) Life per second while any Enemy is affectedRegenerate (2.9-17.2) Mana per second while any Enemy is affectedModifiers to Spell Damage apply to this Skill's Damage Over Time effectPlace into an item socket of the right colour to gain this skill. Right click to
remove from a socket.N/A10Summon SkitterbotsTrap, Mine, Spell, Minion, Cold, Lightning, AoE, AuraLevel: (1-20)Reservation: 35% ManaCooldown Time: 1.00 secCan Store 1 Use(s)Cast Time: InstantRequires Level 16Summon a Chilling Skitterbot and a Shocking Skitterbot, which will trigger your traps and detonate your mines. Mines detonated by
Skitterbots will re-arm and can then be detonated again. The Skitterbots grant you more trap and mine damage, and cannot be targeted or damaged.2% increased Minion Movement SpeedMinions have 1% increased Area of EffectMinions have 0.5% increased Effect of non-Damaging Ailments on EnemiesSkitterbots grant 10% more Trap and Mine
DamageMaximum 1 Summoned Skitterbot of each typeShocking Skitterbot's Aura Shocks Enemies near itChilling Skitterbot's Aura Chills Enemies near itMinions have (0-19)% increased Shock EffectMinions have (0-19)% increased Chill Effect(0-76)% increased Minion Movement SpeedPlace into an item socket of the right colour to gain this skill.
Right click to remove from a socket.N/A16Vaal Cold SnapVaal, Spell, AoE, Duration, ColdLevel: (1-20)Souls Per Use: 35Can Store 1 Use(s)Soul Gain Prevention: 0 secCast Time: 0.85 secCritical Strike Chance: 6.00%Effectiveness of Added Damage: 200%Requires Level 16Creates a sudden burst of cold around you, damaging enemies. This also creates
a chilling area around you which expands and deals cold damage over time to surrounding enemies in addition to chilling them. Enemies that die while in the area grant Frenzy Charges, and you will passively gain Frenzy Charges while there are enemies in the area.0.5% increased Area of EffectDeals (35-1002) to (53-1502) Cold DamageBase duration
is 4 secondsAlways Freezes enemiesGain a Frenzy Charge when an Enemy Dies while in this Skill's AreaEvery second, gain a Frenzy Charge if an Enemy is in this Skill's AreaDeals (29.4-1495.5) Base Cold Damage per secondModifiers to Spell Damage apply to this Skill's Damage Over Time effectModifiers to Skill Effect Duration also apply to this
Skill's Soul Gain Prevention(0-19)% increased Effect of ChillCorruptedPlace into an item socket of the right colour to gain this skill. Right click to remove from a socket.N/A16Vaal Ice NovaVaal, Spell, AoE, Cold, NovaLevel: (1-20)Souls Per Use: 25Can Store 1 Use(s)Cast Time: 0.80 secCritical Strike Chance: 6.00%Effectiveness of Added Damage:
70%Requires Level 12A chilling circle of ice expands from the caster, repeating from every enemy it hits. If the caster targets near one of their Frostbolt projectiles, it will expand from the projectile instead.0.5% increased Area of EffectDeals (11-274) to (17-428) Cold DamageCauses smaller novas up to 5 times on enemies hit20% reduced Area of
Effect each repeatCorruptedPlace into an item socket of the right colour to gain this skill. Right click to remove from a socket.N/AN/A12VortexSpell, AoE, Cold, Duration, NovaLevel: (1-20)Cost: (11-20) ManaCooldown Time: 1.80 secCan Store 1 Use(s)Soul Gain Prevention: 0 secCast Time: InstantCritical Strike Chance: 6.50%Requires Level 28An icy
blast explodes around the caster, dealing cold damage to enemies, and leaving behind a whirling vortex which deals cold damage over time and chills enemies caught in it. If the caster targets near their Frostbolt projectiles, it will explode from a number of those projectiles instead, destroying them.0.5% increased Area of Effect1% increased Cold
Damage1% increased Cooldown Recovery Rate1% less Skill Effect Duration2% increased Damage when Cast on FrostboltDeals (38-524) to (57-787) Cold DamageBase duration is 3 secondsDeals (106.5-1456.9) Base Cold Damage per secondCan explode from up to 5 Frostbolt Projectiles20% less Area of Effect when Cast on FrostboltModifiers to Spell
Damage apply to this Skill's Damage Over Time effect(0-76)% increased Cooldown Recovery RatePlace into an item socket of the right colour to gain this skill. Right click to remove from a socket.N/AN/A28Winter OrbCold, Spell, Channelling, AoE, Duration, Projectile, OrbLevel: (1-20)Cost: (2-4) ManaCast Time: 0.25 secCritical Strike Chance:
6.00%Effectiveness of Added Damage: 50%Requires Level 28Channel to conjure an orb above you, which pelts nearby enemies with projectiles that impact the ground and explode. Channelling for longer builds up stages on the skill. When you stop channelling, the stages decay over a duration.0.5% increased Cast Speed0.5% increased Area of
Effect1% increased Skill Effect Duration2% increased Projectile SpeedBase duration is 1.6 secondsDeals (30-232) to (37-291) Cold DamageMaximum 10 StagesFires projectiles every 1.6 seconds25% increased Duration per Stage15% increased Projectile Frequency per Stage100% more Projectile Frequency while ChannellingIncreases and Reductions
to Cast Speed also apply to Projectile FrequencyPlace into an item socket of the right colour to gain this skill. Right click to remove from a socket.N/AN/A28Wintertide BrandSpell, AoE, Cold, Duration, BrandLevel: (1-20)Cost: (6-16) ManaCast Time: 0.70 secRequires Level 12Creates a magical brand which can attach to a nearby enemy, dealing cold
damage over time and chilling them. It periodically activates while attached, gaining stages that raise the damage. When removed, a short-duration debuff dealing the same damage over time and chill is applied to each nearby enemy. The brand keeps its charges while detached.+0.5% to Cold Damage over Time Multiplier0.5% increased Area of
Effect2% increased Skill Effect Duration2% reduced Cast SpeedCan be Attached for a total Duration of 2 secondsYour Skills can have an additional Brand Attached to an EnemyCan be Detached for a total Duration of 6 secondsDeals (12.5-164.6) Base Cold Damage per secondBase Debuff Duration is 1 secondsActivates every 0.25 seconds while
AttachedDebuff deals 20% more Damage per StageMaximum 20 StagesCan have an additional Brand Attached to an EnemyIncreases and Reductions to Cast Speed also apply to this Skill's Activation frequencyModifiers to Spell Damage apply to this Skill's Damage Over Time effectPlace into an item socket of the right colour to gain this skill. Right
click to remove from a socket.N/AN/A12 Support skill gems Skill gemAdded Cold Damage SupportCold, SupportIcon: CLevel: (1-20)Cost & Reservation Multiplier: 120%Requires Level 8Supports any skill that hits enemies.Supported Skills deal 0.5% increased Cold DamageSupported Skills have 0.5% increased Attack and Cast SpeedSupported Skills
have 1% of Physical Damage Converted to Cold DamageSupported Skills have (4-169) to (6-254) added Cold DamageThis is a Support Gem. It does not grant a bonus to your character, but to skills in sockets connected to it. Place into an item socket connected to a socket containing the Active Skill Gem you wish to augment. Right click to remove from
a socket.N/AN/A8Awakened Added Cold Damage SupportCold, SupportIcon: CLevel: (1-5)Cost & Reservation Multiplier: 130%Requires Level 72Supports any skill that hits enemies.Supported Skills deal 0.5% increased Cold DamageSupported Skills have (187-227) to (280-341) added Cold Damage+(0-1) to Level of Supported Cold Skill GemsThis is a
Support Gem. It does not grant a bonus to your character, but to skills in sockets connected to it. Place into an item socket connected to a socket containing the Active Skill Gem you wish to augment. Right click to remove from a socket.N/AN/A72Awakened Cold Penetration SupportCold, SupportIcon: VLevel: (1-5)Cost & Reservation Multiplier:
140%Requires Level 72Supports any skill that hits enemies, making those hits penetrate enemy cold resistance.Supported Skills deal 1% increased Cold DamageSupported Skills Penetrate (38-42)% Cold ResistanceThis is a Support Gem. It does not grant a bonus to your character, but to skills in sockets connected to it. Place into an item socket
connected to a socket containing the Active Skill Gem you wish to augment. Right click to remove from a socket.N/AN/A72Cold Penetration SupportCold, SupportIcon: VLevel: (1-20)Cost & Reservation Multiplier: 130%Requires Level 31Supports any skill that hits enemies, making those hits penetrate enemy cold resistance.Supported Skills deal 0.5%
increased Cold DamageSupported Skills have 0.5% chance to FreezeSupported Skills have 1% increased Effect of Cold AilmentsSupported Skills Penetrate (20-34)% Cold ResistanceThis is a Support Gem. It does not grant a bonus to your character, but to skills in sockets connected to it. Place into an item socket connected to a socket containing the
Active Skill Gem you wish to augment. Right click to remove from a socket.N/AN/A31Hypothermia SupportCold, SupportIcon: DLevel: (1-20)Cost & Reservation Multiplier: 130%Requires Level 31Supports any skill that deals damage.Supported Skills have 1.5% increased Chill Duration on EnemiesSupported Skills have +1% chance to Freeze Enemies
which are ChilledEnemies Frozen by Supported Skills have -0.2% to Cold ResistanceSupported Skills deal (20-29)% more Damage with Hits and Ailments against Chilled EnemiesSupported Skills have +20% chance to Freeze Enemies which are ChilledSupported Skills deal (20-39)% more Cold Damage Over TimeThis is a Support Gem. It does not
grant a bonus to your character, but to skills in sockets connected to it. Place into an item socket connected to a socket containing the Active Skill Gem you wish to augment. Right click to remove from a socket.N/AN/A31Ice Bite SupportCold, SupportIcon: KLevel: (1-20)Cost & Reservation Multiplier: 120%Requires Level 31Supports any skill you use
to hit enemies yourself. Cannot support skills used by totems, traps, or mines.Supported Skills deal 1% increased Damage with Hits against Frozen EnemiesSupported Skills deal 0.1% increased Damage per Frenzy ChargeSupported Skills have 1% chance to gain a Frenzy Charge on Killing a Frozen EnemySupported Skills have (50-69)% chance to
gain a Frenzy Charge on Killing a Frozen EnemySupported Skills have 15% chance to FreezeSupported Skills have (2-15) to (3-23) added Cold Damage per Frenzy ChargeSupported Skills have (8-69) to (12-103) added Cold DamageThis is a Support Gem. It does not grant a bonus to your character, but to skills in sockets connected to it. Place into an
item socket connected to a socket containing the Active Skill Gem you wish to augment. Right click to remove from a socket.N/AN/A31Bonechill SupportCold, SupportIcon: BLevel: (1-20)Cost & Reservation Multiplier: 130%Requires Level 38Supports any skill that can chill enemies or create chilling areas.Supported Skills have 1% increased Chill
Duration on EnemiesSupported Skills deal 0.5% increased Cold DamageSupported Skills have 0.5% increased Effect of Chill on EnemiesSupported Skills have (25-44)% increased Effect of Chill on EnemiesEnemies Chilled by Supported Skills have Cold Damage taken increased by Chill EffectEnemies in Chilling Areas from Supported Skills have Cold
Damage taken increased by Chill EffectSupported Skills deal 5-14% more Cold DamageThis is a Support Gem. It does not grant a bonus to your character, but to skills in sockets connected to it. Place into an item socket connected to a socket containing the Active Skill Gem you wish to augment. Right click to remove from a socket.N/A38Elemental
Proliferation SupportCold, Fire, Lightning, Support, AoEIcon: SLevel: (1-20)Cost & Reservation Multiplier: 110%Supports any skill that hits enemies, or could otherwise apply elemental ailments.0.5% increased Duration of Elemental Ailments on EnemiesSupported Skills have 1% increased Area of EffectSupported Skills deal 1% increased Damage
with Hits and Ailments per Freeze, Shock or Ignite on EnemyElemental Ailments caused by Supported Skills spread to other enemies in a Radius of (12-15)Supported Skills have 20% chance to Freeze, Shock and Ignite(0-19)% increased Duration of Elemental Ailments on EnemiesThis is a Support Gem. It does not grant a bonus to your character, but
to skills in sockets connected to it. Place into an item socket connected to a socket containing the Active Skill Gem you wish to augment. Right click to remove from a socket.N/AN/A1Cold to Fire SupportCold, Fire, SupportIcon: xLevel: (1-20)Cost & Reservation Multiplier: 120%Requires Level 18Supports any skill that hits enemies.Supported Skills
deal 0.5% increased Cold DamageSupported Skills deal 0.5% increased Fire DamageSupported Skills have 0.5% of Cold Damage Converted to Fire DamageSupported Skills deal 3% increased Damage with PoisonSupported Skills have 50% of Cold Damage Converted to Fire DamageSupported Skills gain (10-29)% of Cold Damage as Extra Fire
DamageThis is a Support Gem. It does not grant a bonus to your character, but to skills in sockets connected to it. Place into an item socket connected to a socket containing the Active Skill Gem you wish to augment. Right click to remove from a socket.N/A18 Base items The following base items are related to cold damage. ItemStatsAvian Twins
TalismanTalisman Tier: 250% of Cold Damage from Hits taken as Fire DamageCorruptedThe first ones live where they can, where they must.They embrace the frost, the storm, the drought.Waxing and waning, breaking and mending,living with time and happenstance, as must we.- The Wolven King150% of Cold Damage from Hits taken as Fire
DamageCorruptedAvian Twins TalismanTalisman Tier: 250% of Cold Damage from Hits taken as Lightning DamageCorruptedThe first ones live where they can, where they must.They embrace the frost, the storm, the drought.Waxing and waning, breaking and mending,living with time and happenstance, as must we.- The Wolven King150% of Cold
Damage from Hits taken as Lightning DamageCorruptedAvian Twins TalismanTalisman Tier: 250% of Lightning Damage from Hits taken as Cold DamageCorruptedThe first ones live where they can, where they must.They embrace the frost, the storm, the drought.Waxing and waning, breaking and mending,living with time and happenstance, as must
we.- The Wolven King150% of Lightning Damage from Hits taken as Cold DamageCorruptedAvian Twins TalismanTalisman Tier: 250% of Fire Damage from Hits taken as Cold DamageCorruptedThe first ones live where they can, where they must.They embrace the frost, the storm, the drought.Waxing and waning, breaking and mending,living with
time and happenstance, as must we.- The Wolven King150% of Fire Damage from Hits taken as Cold DamageCorruptedDeep One TalismanTalisman Tier: 1(20-30)% increased Cold DamageCorruptedWe have basked in the cloying warmth of servitude.Now the First Ones harden usagainst the numbing chill of despairso that freedom will not slip
through our trembling fingers.- The Wolven King1(20-30)% increased Cold DamageCorruptedGale CrownEvasion: 42Energy Shield: 9Requires Level 15, 20 Dex, 20 IntAdds (3–4) to (5–6) Cold DamageYour Hits treat Cold Resistance as 10% higher than actual value15Adds (3–4) to (5–6) Cold DamageYour Hits treat Cold Resistance as 10% higher than
actual valueWinter CrownEvasion: 122Energy Shield: 24Requires Level 45, 51 Dex, 51 IntAdds (15–20) to (28–35) Cold DamageYour Hits treat Cold Resistance as 10% higher than actual value45Adds (15–20) to (28–35) Cold DamageYour Hits treat Cold Resistance as 10% higher than actual valueBlizzard CrownEvasion: 185Energy Shield: 36Requires
Level 75, 79 Dex, 79 IntAdds (75–85) to (115–128) Cold DamageYour Hits treat Cold Resistance as 10% higher than actual value75Adds (75–85) to (115–128) Cold DamageYour Hits treat Cold Resistance as 10% higher than actual value Unique items Flat added Cold Damage Unique items that add a flat amount of cold damage or grant Added Cold
Damage SupportCold, SupportIcon: CLevel: (1-20)Cost & Reservation Multiplier: 120%Requires Level 8Supports any skill that hits enemies.Supported Skills deal 0.5% increased Cold DamageSupported Skills have 0.5% increased Attack and Cast SpeedSupported Skills have 1% of Physical Damage Converted to Cold DamageSupported Skills have (4169) to (6-254) added Cold DamageThis is a Support Gem. It does not grant a bonus to your character, but to skills in sockets connected to it. Place into an item socket connected to a socket containing the Active Skill Gem you wish to augment. Right click to remove from a socket. to socketed skills. ItemLocal AttackCold DamageGlobal AttackCold
DamageGlobal SpellCold DamageGlobal Spell andAttack Cold DamageGlobalCold DamageSidhebreath(20-30)% increased Mana Regeneration Rate+25% to Cold ResistanceMinions have (10-15)% increased maximum LifeMinions have (10-15)% increased Movement SpeedMinions deal (5-9) to (11-15) additional Cold Damage(15-10)% reduced Mana
Cost of Minion SkillsThe breath of life is yours to give.1N/AN/AN/AN/AN/AThousand RibbonsQuality: +20%Evasion: (12-24)Energy Shield: (26-38)Movement Speed: -3%Requires 17 IntSocketed Gems are Supported by Level 5 Elemental ProliferationAdds 2 to 3 Fire Damage to Spells and AttacksAdds 2 to 3 Cold Damage to Spells and AttacksAdds 1 to
4 Lightning Damage to Spells and Attacks+(10-20) to Evasion Rating+(10-20) to maximum Energy Shield+6 to maximum Life+6 to maximum Mana+(5-10)% to Fire Resistance+(5-10)% to Cold Resistance+(5-10)% to Lightning ResistanceThe night of a thousand ribbonsTo remember the day of a thousand flamesWhen Sarn burnedAnd was born
again1N/AN/AN/A2-3N/AWatcher's EyeLimited to: 1(4-6)% increased maximum Energy Shield(4-6)% increased maximum Life(4-6)% increased maximum ManaOne by one, they stood their ground against a creaturethey had no hope of understanding, let alone defeating,and one by one, they became a part of it.Place into an allocated Jewel Socket on
the Passive Skill Tree. Right click to remove from the Socket.1N/AN/AN/AN/AN/AHrimsorrowQuality: +20%Evasion: (86-98)Requires Level 9, 17 Dex+(20-30) to StrengthAdds (5-7) to (13-15) Cold Damage to Spells and Attacks+(40-50) to Evasion Rating+(20-30)% to Cold Resistance50% of Physical Damage Converted to Cold DamageReflects 10 Cold
Damage to Melee AttackersOf ancient giants, none remain,Their only trace is timeless pain.9N/AN/AN/A(5-7)-(13-15)N/AAxiom PerpetuumSceptreQuality: +20%Physical Damage: 12-22.8Critical Strike Chance: 6.00%Attacks per Second: 1.40Weapon Range: 11Requires Level 10, 22 Str, 22 Int12% increased Elemental DamageAdds (2-3) to (5-6) Fire
Damage to SpellsAdds (2-3) to (5-6) Cold Damage to SpellsAdds 1 to (10-12) Lightning Damage to Spells(4-6)% increased Cast Speed(100-140)% increased Critical Strike Chance for SpellsThe worst of Axiom were imprisoned by more than iron.10N/AN/A(2-3)-(5-6)N/AN/AHyrri's BiteRequires Level 10+(3-4) Life gained for each Enemy hit by your
Attacks+(15-25) to Strength+(35-45) to Dexterity+(15-25) to IntelligenceAdds 10 to 20 Cold Damage to Attacks(7-10)% increased Attack Speed+(2-3) Life gained for each Enemy hit by your Attacks10% increased Area of EffectA Karui woman's place was not the battlefield, but the hearth.Hyrri changed all of that.10N/A1020N/AN/AN/ALycosidaeQuality: +20%Chance to Block: (29%-31%)Armour: (207-255)Movement Speed: -3%Requires Level 11, 33 Str+(10-20) to maximum Life+(120-160) to Armour+(30-40) to maximum LifeYour hits can't be Evaded+(3-5)% Chance to BlockAdds 250 to 300 Cold Damage to CounterattacksA true predator does not chase; It
waits.11N/AN/AN/AN/AN/AFairgraves' TricorneQuality: +20%Evasion: 100Requires Level 12, 27 DexAdds 6 to 12 Cold Damage to Attacks70% increased Evasion Rating15% increased Stun and Block Recovery+(15-30) to maximum Mana+(20-30)% to Lightning ResistanceCannot be ShockedFairgraves' trusty tricorne accompanied him far acrossthe
seas, deep under the ground, and even beyond death.12N/A6-12N/AN/AN/ARealmshaperWarstaffQuality: +20%Physical Damage: 16.8-50.4Elemental Damage: (10-15) to (20-25), (10-15) to (20-25)Critical Strike Chance: 6.40%Attacks per Second: 1.30Weapon Range: 13Requires Level 13, 27 Str, 27 Int+18% Chance to Block Attack Damage while
wielding a Staff+1 to Level of Socketed Fire Gems+1 to Level of Socketed Cold GemsSocketed Gems are Supported by Level 5 Cold to FireAdds (10-15) to (20-25) Fire DamageAdds (10-15) to (20-25) Cold Damage(30-50)% increased Elemental Damage"God's creations always begin and end with flames and ice.We should count ourselves lucky when
we see neither."- Archbishop Geofri13(10-15)-(20-25)N/AN/AN/AN/AShiverstingTwo Hand SwordQuality: +20%Physical Damage: (34-37.4) to (58-63.8)Elemental Damage: 35-70Critical Strike Chance: 5.00%Attacks per Second: 1.45Weapon Range: 13Requires Level 14, 21 Str, 30 Dex60% increased Global Accuracy Rating(80-100)% increased Physical
DamageAdds 35 to 70 Cold Damage0.6% of Physical Attack Damage Leeched as ManaCannot be FrozenStoic visage, icy heart.Life of sorrow, lived apart.1435-70N/AN/AN/AN/ABerek's PassRequires Level 20+(12-16)% to Fire and Cold Resistances"From Frost's ice-bound passBerek taunted and jeeredUntil furious Flame scaled the mountainBerek
escaped through the thawAnd Frost's tortured moans."- Berek and the Untamed20N/AN/AN/A(20-25)-(30-50)N/AReplica Tasalio's SignRequires Level 20+(20-30)% to Cold Resistance"Likely our closest to the original, yet Prototype #22 still falls short.Are these objects actually somehow resisting our efforts?"20N/AN/AN/A(15-20)-(25-35)N/ATasalio's
SignRequires Level 20+(20-30)% to Cold ResistanceA gift from Tasalio, God of Water,to the chieftain Rakiata.Kaom took Rakiata's head and handso that his warriors' axes might rise and fall like the waves.20N/AN/AN/A(7-10)-(15-20)N/AThe Deep One's HideQuality: +20%Chance to Block: 26%Armour: (96-115)Evasion: (96-115)Movement Speed:
-3%Requires Level 20, 28 Str, 28 Dex60% increased Block RecoveryAdds 4 to 8 Physical Damage to AttacksAdds 12 to 15 Cold Damage to Attacks(90-130)% increased Armour and Evasion+(30-50)% to Fire ResistanceCurse Enemies with Vulnerability on Block, with 20% increased EffectThe thicker the shell,the greater the beast that hunts
it.20N/A12-15N/AN/AN/AHrimburnQuality: +20%Evasion: (86-98)Requires Level 24, 17 Dex+(20-30) to StrengthAdds (5-7) to (13-15) Cold Damage to Spells and Attacks+(40-50) to Evasion Rating+(20-30)% to Cold Resistance50% of Physical Damage Converted to Cold DamageReflects 10 Cold Damage to Melee AttackersYour Cold Damage can
IgniteGiant's blood you cannot tame,as wild as an unwatched flame.24N/AN/AN/A(5-7)-(13-15)N/ATulbornWandQuality: +20%Physical Damage: 14.4-44.4Critical Strike Chance: 7.00%Attacks per Second: 1.30Weapon Range: 120Requires Level 24, 83 Int(15-19)% increased Spell Damage(10-15)% increased Cast Speed50% chance to gain a Power
Charge on Killing a Frozen EnemyAdds 10 to 20 Cold Damage to Spells per Power Charge+(20-25) Mana gained on Killing a Frozen EnemyWe remember the stillness.Then the great fall.The pain of separation.We return once more.This item can be transformed with a Blessing of Tul24N/AN/AN/AN/AN/APrismweaveRequires Level 25(12-24)%
increased Global Physical DamageAdds (7-8) to (15-16) Fire Damage to AttacksAdds (5-6) to (12-14) Cold Damage to AttacksAdds 1 to (30-34) Lightning Damage to Attacks+(6-8)% to all Elemental Resistances30% increased Elemental Damage with Attack Skills during any Flask Effect10% increased Elemental Damage with Attack SkillsNothing is as
vivid as the rage of battle25N/A(5-6)-(12-14)N/AN/AN/AReplica PrismweaveRequires Level 25(12-24)% increased Global Physical DamageAdds (7-8) to (15-16) Fire Damage to SpellsAdds (5-6) to (12-14) Cold Damage to SpellsAdds 1 to (30-34) Lightning Damage to Spells+(6-8)% to all Elemental Resistances10% increased Elemental Damage30%
increased Elemental Damage during any Flask Effect"A legion of forty soldiers attempted to break into Outpost Five andsteal Prototype #659. What do they know that we do not?"25N/AN/A(5-6)-(12-14)N/AN/AGeofri's BaptismTwo Hand MaceQuality: +20%Physical Damage: 128-192Elemental Damage: 11-23Critical Strike Chance: 5.00%Attacks per
Second: 1.20Weapon Range: 13Requires Level 27, 92 Str30% increased Stun Duration on Enemies"One quick tap is all the persuasion you'll need."- Archbishop Geofri of Phrecia Cathedral2711-23N/AN/AN/AN/ALight of LunarisQuality: +20%Chance to Block: (29%-33%)Energy Shield: (142-172)Movement Speed: -3%Requires Level 28, 71 Int(10-15)%
increased Spell DamageAdds (35-39) to (54-60) Cold Damage to Spells(60-80)% increased Critical Strike Chance for Spells(475-600)% increased Energy Shield+(6-10)% Chance to Block+1% to Critical Strike Multiplier per 1% Chance to Block Attack Damage+25% to Critical Strike Multiplier if you've dealt a Non-Critical Strike RecentlyWithout night,
there can be no day.28N/AN/A(35-39)-(54-60)N/AN/AThe StormheartStaffQuality: +20%Physical Damage: (54-59.4) to (162-178.2)Elemental Damage: (25-35) to (45-60), (1-10) to (70-90)Critical Strike Chance: (7.80%-8.78%)Attacks per Second: 1.15Weapon Range: 13Requires Level 28, 51 Str, 51 Int+18% Chance to Block Attack Damage while
wielding a Staff(80-100)% increased Physical DamageAdds (25-35) to (45-60) Cold DamageAdds (1-10) to (70-90) Lightning Damage(20-35)% increased Critical Strike ChanceCannot be Shocked while Chilled50% chance to Shock Chilled EnemiesWhen the storm comes,the safest place to be is the centre.28(25-35)-(4560)N/AN/AN/AN/ABitterdreamSceptreQuality: +20%Physical Damage: 34.8-52.8Critical Strike Chance: 6.20%Attacks per Second: 1.25Weapon Range: 11Requires Level 32, 52 Str, 62 Int22% increased Elemental DamageSocketed Gems are Supported by Level 1 BonechillSocketed Gems are Supported by Level 1 HypothermiaSocketed Gems are
Supported by Level 1 Ice BiteSocketed Gems are Supported by Level 1 Cold PenetrationSocketed Gems are Supported by Level 10 Added Cold DamageSocketed Gems are Supported by Level 1 InspirationFight not the coldForsake hopeBe still.32N/AN/AN/AN/AN/ASacrificial HeartRequires Level 32(20-30)% increased Mana Regeneration
Rate32N/AN/AN/AN/A(20-23)-(31-35)Realm EnderWarstaffQuality: +20%Physical Damage: 16.8-50.4Elemental Damage: (10-15) to (20-25), (10-15) to (20-25)Critical Strike Chance: 6.40%Attacks per Second: 1.30Weapon Range: 13Requires Level 40, 27 Str, 27 Int+18% Chance to Block Attack Damage while wielding a Staff+1 to Level of Socketed
Fire Gems+1 to Level of Socketed Cold Gems+2 to Level of Socketed Elemental GemsSocketed Gems are Supported by Level 5 Cold to FireAdds (10-15) to (20-25) Fire DamageAdds (10-15) to (20-25) Cold Damage(30-50)% increased Elemental Damage"The flames are surely coming.I just pray I am long dead before they arrive." - Archbishop
Geofri40(10-15)-(20-25)N/AN/AN/AN/AMutewind WhisperstepsQuality: +20%Armour: 91Evasion: (167-205)Requires Level 42, 40 Str, 40 DexAdds (25-30) to (40-50) Cold Damage to Spells(50-70)% increased Critical Strike Chance for Spells(100-150)% increased Evasion Rating+(20-30)% to Cold Resistance25% increased Movement SpeedUnaffected
by Chilled GroundCorruption sweeps across this land,but our bloodline is clear.It is our duty to keep it so.42N/AN/A(25-30)-(40-50)N/AN/ADaresso's PassionOne Handed SwordQuality: +20%Physical Damage: (61.2-70.8) to (108-120)Elemental Damage: (30-38) to (40-50)Critical Strike Chance: 5.50%Attacks per Second: 1.50Weapon Range:
14Requires Level 43, 140 Dex+25% to Global Critical Strike MultiplierAdds (30-38) to (40-50) Physical DamageAdds (30-38) to (40-50) Cold Damage20% reduced Frenzy Charge Duration25% chance to gain a Frenzy Charge on Kill(60-80)% increased Damage while you have no Frenzy ChargesIt doesn't matter how well the young swordsman trains.All
form and finesse are forgotten when blood first hits the ground.43(30-38)-(40-50)N/AN/AN/AN/AVolkuur's GuidanceQuality: +20%Armour: 93Energy Shield: 18Requires Level 43, 34 Str, 34 IntAdds (16-20) to (25-30) Cold Damage to Spells and Attacks+(50-70) to maximum Life+(30-40)% to Cold ResistanceYour Cold Damage can Poison50% less
Poison DurationCold Skills have 20% chance to Poison on HitYou do not cease to be when you die.Any more than the caterpillar ceases to be when it coccoons.Come, let me show you.43N/AN/AN/A(16-20)-(25-30)N/AHyrri's DemiseRequires Level 45+(3-4) Life gained for each Enemy hit by your AttacksHyrri's quick thinking led to victory,but it came at
the cost of respect.45N/AN/AN/AN/AN/AVivinsectRequires Level 45Has 1 Socket"Fusing the parasite with another ring has manifested unpredictable effects.I theorise the sacrificial vessel's level of anguish is a key variable.- Arzaak, Syndicate ResearcherTake this item to Jun Ortoi to have her Unveil it.45N/AN/AN/AN/A(48-56)-(68-78)Precursor's
EmblemRequires Level 49+(12-16)% to Cold and Lightning Resistances5% increased maximum Energy Shield5% increased maximum Life+20 to Strength and IntelligenceorHistory teaches humility.49N/AN/AN/AN/AN/APrecursor's EmblemRequires Level 49+(20-30)% to Cold Resistance+20 to Dexterity5% increased maximum Energy Shield5%
increased maximum LifeHistory teaches humility.49N/AN/AN/AN/AN/APrecursor's EmblemRequires Level 49+(12-16)% to Fire and Cold Resistances5% increased maximum Energy Shield5% increased maximum Life+20 to Strength and Dexterityor
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